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1. Introduction 
A Steiner Quadruple System SQS(v) of order ZJ is a pair (V, B) where V is a 
set with Y E N* elements, B a subset of (y) the elements of which are called 
blocks so that every 3-subset of V is contained in a unique block. H. Hanani [l] 
proved that the necessary condition u = 2, 4(6) for the existence of a SQS(~J) is 
also sufficient. In papers by A. Hartman [2,3] and Lenz [5] Hanani’s proof was 
simplified. If, however, we require a SQS(u) to allow a given automorphism 
group the problem of the existence of SQS( ) u is not yet solved completely, even 
if the automorphism group is cyclic of order u. A SQS(V) with a cyclic 
automorphism group C, of order v is called cyclic, denoted CSQS(u). If the 
stabilizer of any quadruple of a CSQS(u) equals the identity (the orbits of C,, 
have all length V) we speak of a strictly cyclic SQS(u), denoting them sSQS(u). 
In [7] we constructed among other things ~SQs(2.5~). In this paper we will 
extend our construction to sSQS(2p”), p = 5(12) provided sSQS(2p) exists 
containing the base quadruples (0, i, 2i, y + i}, i = 1, 2, . . . , (v - 2)/4 and all 
orbits invariant under the mapping i+ -i (mod v). 
To the list of recent papers which deal with cyclic Steiner Quadruple Systems 
(cf. [7]) we have to add the dissertation by Piotrowski [6], who proved, in the 
main part of his work, the following theorems: 
(i) A SQS(v) with dihedral group D,, of order 2v as automorphism group 
exists if 21s O(2), u f O(3), 21 Z O(S), u 2 4 and if for any prime divisor p of v 
there exists a SQS(2p) with D, as automorphism group. 
(ii) For all prime numbers p = l(4) and p s 229, or p = l(4) and p f 1,49(60) 
and p < 15000 there exists SQS(2p) with the automorphism group A,, = {(x + 
ax + b 1 a, b E Z,, and gcd(a, v) = l}. In case p Z l(3) this SQS(2p) has D, as an 
automorphism group. 
The systems constructed in (i), (ii) are, according to a private communication 
from W. Piotrowski, all strictly cyclic for v f 0 (4). However, the construction we 
offer in case v = 2p gp prime number and p = 5( 12) is a direct continuation of our 
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previous paper [7] and can be achieved, relatively easy, by using orbits graphs 
rather than the relevant graphs themselves as in Piotrowski’s dissertation. 
Furthermore a modification of our construction might prove helpful in settling the 
existence problem for sSQS(2p). 
We use the definitions and results of [7]’ and observe that in order to 
determine a l-factor of the graph OGS,(2p”) we have only to consider vertices 
which are neither admissible nor co-admissible’ and which we call residual 
vertices (residual orbits). Let RO(2p”) be the set of all residual orbits and 
ROGS,(2p “) the corresponding subgraph of OGS,(2p”). We map ROGS2(2p “) 
by means of a natural homomorphism r+9* onto OGS,(2p). The fibres of r+9* have 
all cardinality pa-‘. Now if {B,, B2} is an edge of OGS,(2p) and s(B,), s(&) 
are fibres of VI*, the elements of which are mapped onto B1 resp. B2, we can 
construct a bijection @: %(B,)-+ 8(B2) so that for any D E %(I?,) the set 
{D, G(D)} is an edge of ROGS,(2p”). In case OGS,(2p) 
{B,, B2} is an edge of a one factor, then {D, Q(D)} is an 
ROGS,(2p “). 
has a l-factor and if 
edge of a l-factor of 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
Let V = (U, 1, . . . , v - l} be a set of cardinality II, v = 2, 10(24), ZJ > 4. A set 
{x, y, z}, X, y, z E V* (= V \ (0)) with x + y + z = r~ is called a difference triple. 
We conceive of X, y, z as smallest remainders modulo u. If x <y c z, we use 
[x, y, z] instead of {x, y, z}. The difference triples of the form [x, x, z] or [x, y, y] 
or [x, y, v/2] are uniquely completed as difference quadruples 
i 
V V 
x,x, --x, ---x ) 
2 2 I ( 
;-Y+Y,Y,Y 9 
1 1x, x9 Y, Y > 
respectively, which give rise to the base quadruples (0, i, 2i, v/2 + i}, i = 
1, 2, . . . , (v - 2)/4. 
Next we consider difference triples [x, y, z] with x < y <x and z # v/2. Let S 
be the set of all these difference triples. We define derivatives of [x, y, z] as 
follows: 
First derivative [x, y, z]’ := {y, x + y, z - y} 
Second derivative [x, y, z]“: = {x, x + y, z - x} (2.1) 
Third derivative [x, y, z I”’ : = { y - x, x, z + x}. 
For the geometric meaning of (2.1) see [7]. 
We define the following relation on S: 
(R) For all difference triples Al, A,: A,RA,e A, = Ai or A2 = A’,’ or A, = A”,‘. 
’ For definitions and preliminary results see also Section 2. 
’ See Section 3.1. 
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Using the relation R we define the following graph GS(u): 
Vertices: elements of S 
Edges: {A,, A*} is an edge iff A,RA2. (2.2) 
Proposition 2.1 ([4], [7]). IfGS(u) h us a 1-facfor then there exists a sSQS(v) 
GS(u) can be decomposed into two subgraphs G&(V), G&(V), which are not 
connected: 
G&(V): 
vertices: [x, y, z] if 2;(X or 2[y or 242 
edges defined as in GS(V) 
(2.3) 
G&(v): 
vertices: [x, y, z] if 2 1 x, y, 2 
edges defined as in GS(v). 
Let S, resp. S, be the sets of vertices of G&(v) resp. G&(v). 
Proposition 2.2 ([4], [7]). GS(v) has a l-factor iflGS,(v) and G!&(v) both have a 
l-factor. 
Proposition 2.3 ([7]). G&(v) has a l-factor. 
We investigate G&(v). If U is a subgroup of the automorphism group of 
G&(v) so that all orbits of U have equal length we define an orbit graph 
OGS,(v): 
Vertices: the orbits of U 
Edges : orbits Oi, O2 form an edge {O,, 0,} iff (OG) 
there exists Al E 01, A2 E 0, with AlRA2. 
Proposition 2.4 ([7]). Zf OGS,(v) has a l-factor, so has G&(v). 
If m E N* is relatively prime to v we define the following operation on the 
elements of S,: 
1 (m-5 my, mz>, mk,y,zl= (v_ if mx+my+mz = v mx, v-my, v-mz}, if mx+my+mz=2v (2.4) 
The mapping 6: [x, y, z] +m[x, y, z] is an automorphism of GS,(v). 
Let v = 2p g p prime number = 1 or 5 mod 12. We decompose the graph 
GS,(2p”) into subgraphs, which are not connected: 
ifp[x or pyy or p,fz 
GS*(2P 3: {;;;~;;e~e,‘~~];, Gs,(2p “) 
@3,(2p7: { 
vertices: [x, y, 21, if p 1 x, y, z 
edges defined as in GS,(2p”) 
The graph GS2(2pa-‘) . IS isomorphic to GS,(2p”-‘) (cf. [7]). 
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Proposition 2.5 ([7]). GS,(2p”) = C_&(2p”-‘) U GSz(2pp). 
When we know that &,(2p”) has a l-factor for all LYE N* we can use 
mathematical induction by means of Proposition 2.5 to prove that GS,(2p”) has a 
l-factor. 
3. l-factor of C&(2p”) 
We let the unit group E(2p”), p -5(12), operate on the vertices of GS,(2p”). 
There are 1= (p”+p”-’ - 6)/6 orbits of length (p”-‘(p - 1))/2 (cf. [7], Lemma 
4.4). Let 01, O,, . . . , 0, be the t orbits. If Oi contains [x, y, z] with 
2p Ix or 2p (y or 2p 1 z (2.5) 
(observe that only one component is divisible by 2p) then all triples in 0; have 
property (2.5). We call Oi admissible if all [x, y, z] E 0; have property (2.5). Let 
Al,..., A, be the admissible orbits and B,, BZ, . . . , B, the not admissible ones. 
When we replace 2.5” by 2p” in Theorem 1, [7] we obtain r = i(p”-’ - l), 
s=;(p”- 2p”-l-3)/2 and rds with equality only for p = 5. Let now 
0GS2(2p “) be the orbit graph as defined in (OG) (with E(2p”) generating the 
orbits). In the following we will construct a l-factor of 0&,(2p”). 
3.1. Admissible and co-admissible orbits” 
Let Ai be an admissible orbit. In Ai there exist vertices A, = [x,, y,, z,], 
4 = [xz, ~2, 4, A3=[xj,y3, 4 of @L(2p”) with xl-Wp), y2=O(2p), 
z, -0(2p). A; cannot be contained in an admissible orbit because none of its 
components y,, yl +x1, 2p a - (2y, +x1) are divisible by 2p. So A; must be 
contained in an orbit Bi which is not admissible. Then for all A, A = [x, y, z] E A, 
with x -0(2p) one of the vertices A’, A”, A”’ must lie in Bj because of the 
automorphism property. Now A” = {x, x + y, 2p” - (2x + y)}, A”’ = {y - 
x, x, 2P” - y} are in admissible orbits and A’ = {y, x + y, 2p - (2y +x)} is not, 
so A’ E Bi. By the same arguments one gets AZ, A’; E B;. 
Let ‘u be the set of all admissible orbits. So the relation k given by 
(k) [x, Y, 21’ E k(A), if [x, y, z] E A E 91, x = O(2p) 
is a well-defined mapping from 8 into the set of all not admissible orbits. We 
define F3:= {k(A) 1 A E %}. When A is admissible let us call k(A) co-admissible. 
So % is the set of all co-admissible orbits. We show next: 
k is an injective mapping from ?I into $%. (3.1) 
(a) If A E ‘11, B E %, [x, y, z] E A, x = 0(2p), [x, y, z]’ E B then no vertex other 
than [x, y, z], connected with [x, y, z]‘, is contained in an admissible orbit. 
’ For the convenience of the reader we repeat here the argument of the proof of Theorem 1 in [7] 
with 2p a instead of 2 5”. 
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The vertices connected with [x, y, z]’ are [x, y, z] and at the most two of the 
following: 
{x+Y,x+~Y, 2p-(2~+3y)}, {2p-(x+y), 2p-(x+2y), 2x+3y-2p)) 
{Y, x + 2Y, 2P - (x + 3Y)}, {2p -y, 2p - (x + 2y), x + 3y -2p). 
None of these have components divisible by 2p. 
(b) Assume now AI, A2 E 3, k(A,) = k(A,). In AI there exists [x1, y,, z,] with 
Xl = O(2Ph Yl f O(2P) and [x1, y,, z,]’ E k(AJ. Since k(A,) = k(A,) there exists 
[x2, y2, z2] in A2 so that [x1, yl, zi]’ is connected with [x2, y2, z2]. From (a) we 
know that [x2, y2, z2] = [x1, y,, zl] and hence A, = AZ. 
The edges {A, k(A)} of 0GS2(2p”) will be candidates for the elements of a 
l-factor. 
3.2. The residual orbits 
If p > 5, p = 5(12), there are (pm-’ (p - 5))/6 ( = (p = + p”-’ - 6)/6 - 2+(p”-’ - 
1)) orbits which are neither admissible nor co-admissible. We call these orbits of 
OGS,(2p “) residual orbits. Let RO(2p”) be the set of all residual orbits. The 
vertices of OGS2(2p”) are then given by !?l U 93 U RO(2p”) where the sets %!l, ‘B, 
RO(2p”) are mutually disjoint. We now define the residual orbit graph 
ROGS,(2p”) as follows: 
vertices: elements of RO(2p “) 
R”Gs2(2p “?I 1 edges defined as in OGS2(2p “)’ 
In this section we will show that ROGS2(2p”) has a l-factor, provided 0GS2(2p) 
has one. 
In order to prepare the proof of this assertion we will first give a representation 
of the orbits of GS2(2p”) (note: GS42p) = GS2(2p)). 
3.2.1. The representation of orbits 
In any orbit of GS,(2p 3 there are exactly three vertices of GS,(2p “) with the first 
component x = 2. To prove this, we have only to repeat the argument (i), 
Theorem 1, [7]. In the following it will be shown that the edges of 0GS2(2p 9, 
which are incident with a vertex 0, can be obtained by using the second and third 
derivatives of the three elements [2, y,, zl], [2, y,, zJ, [2, y3, z3] E 0. These triples 
we therefore call representing triples of the orbit. 
It is convenient to consider the components x/2, y/2, z/2 with x/2 + y 12 + 
z/2=pIr instead of x, y, z with x+y+z=2pm, because x/2, y/2, z/2 are 
relatively prime to p and thus there are inverse elements el, g2, & with 
x/2 . cl = 1 (p “) etc4. For this reason we define [a, b, c], : = [2a, 2b, 2~1, {a, b, c}, : = 
{2a, 2b, 2~). The index r shall remind of “reduced form”. 
4This device was first introduced in [4]. We will however adopt it to our needs. 
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Now 
m[a, b, c], = m[2a, 2b, 2c] 
= {m2a, m26, m2c}, 
1 
ifm2a+m2b+m2c=2p” 
{2p~-m2a,2p”-m2b,2p”-m2c}, ifm2a+m2b+m2c=4pa 
= {ma, mb, mc),, 
1 
ifma+mb+mc=p” 
{pa-ma,p”-mb,p”-mc},, if ma +mb +mc=2pS 
Especially we remark: If ma = 1 or mb = 1 or mc = 1 then mu + mb + mc # 2~~. 
Now if the triple A = { 1, w, - (1 + w)}, is an element of the orbit 0, then we 
obtain the two other representing triples in reduced form as 
; [l, w, -(lfw)],=(l, -+$},, 
(3.2) 
liw[l , w, -(l+w)lr={l, -&, +-Jr. 
Let us call (1, y + 1, z - l}r, (1, y - 1, z + l}r the neighbows of [l, y, z],. The 
neighbours of [l, y, z], can be obtained by taking the second and third derivatives 
of [l,y,z], in case y<z: [1,y,2]:‘=[2,2y,22]“={2,2y+2,22-2}={1,y+ 
1, z - l}r, [l, y, z]‘:’ = (1, y - 1, z + l}r. We obtain the same neighbours (in 
reverse order) in case z <y: [l, z, y]:‘= (1, .z + 1, y - l}r, [l, z, y]‘; = (1, z - 
1, Y + l>r. 
We prove: 
The orbit 0 containing { 1, w, - (1 + w)>,, (1, -e, ;}r, 
I 
1, _w 
1 
-- 
1+ w’ I 1+w r 
can at most be connected by an edge with 
the following orbits C1, C2, C3: 
(1, 1+ w, -@+w)ln [L -g$+-}; (1, -s,$--},ECI 
(1, w - 1, 
-w},, 
{ 1, -- w-l -- 1 II 1 
w’ w.’ 
1, _w ~ 
1 w-l’w-1 r 
E G 
1 l,-? -~ 1+2w 
1+ w’ 
1 
1+w r’ 
I 1, _A!_.__ _1+2w ~~ 1+w 
1+2w’ 
-- 1+w 1 1 1 
1+2w r’ ’ w ’ w 1 
E cp 
r 
(3.3) 
Proof. The set of neighbours of (1, y, z}, will be denoted by n(1, y, z). 
(i) 41, w, - (1+ w)) = ((1, w + 1, - (2 + w)},, (1, w - 1, - w},} 
1, -1 1+2w 1+w 
W’ 
1, -~ ~ 
( 1, W 1 1 2+w 
1+2w w 
n -- 
--~ 
-- - 1+ w’ 
--= 1_ 
1+w > 11 ‘1+w’ 1+w 11 r’ 1, l+w’l+w 11 r.
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We can state that all neighbours of the representing triples of 0 are contained 
in either Ci or Cz or C,. A neighbour may not be a vertex of the graph: [l, 7, 91r 
is a vertex of GS42 * 17), but the neighbour [l, 8, 81r is not. Here no orbit exists 
which contains [ 1,7,9]:. In this case [ 1,7,9]‘:’ exists. 
(ii) Let [x, y, z], E 0. W e will show now that [x, y, z]:, [x, y, z]:‘, [x, y, z]‘:’ are 
contained in C, or C2 or C3, if at all. 
We obtain 
Take w : = y/x. It follows 
- (1 + w)}: belong to 0. 
We have 
x+Y -- 1 x r. 
that -(l + w) = -(x + y)/x. Now [x, y, z],, (1, w, 
Consider [x, y, -(x + y)]: = {y, x + y, - (2y + l)}r. 
1 1+w 1+2w = 1,- -- w ’ I w I 
and know that [x, y, - (x + y)], ’ is contained in the same orbit as 
1 l+w 1+2w l,- -- w ’ > w r’ 
hence follows [x, y, - (x + y)]: E C3. All other cases, namely 
Y 1+w I 
-= -(1+w), -- 
W 1 
i X w ’ 1+ w’ 1+w 
can be treated accordingly. Considering [x, y, z]:‘, [x, y, z]:ll, we proceed likewise. 
Now (3.3) shows that the edges of the graph ROGS,(2p”) are determined by 
neighbours of the representing triples (reduced form). 
Corollary. Zf {B,, B2} is an edge of OGS,(2p”), there are two of the representing 
triples of B, which have neighbours in Bz. 
3.2.2 Thefibres of +* 
Let [X, Y, Z] be a vertex of C?~is,(2p”) and x = X(2p), y = Y(2p), z = Z(2p) 
with 0 <x, y, z < 2~. We define 
{x,y,z}, ifx+y+t=2p 
]X yJz1’=i{2p-x,2p-y,2p-z), ifx+y+z=4p. 
Only if [X, Y, Z] is contained in an admissible (co-admissible) orbit, then 
[X, Y, Zlw = [a, b, c] yields a = 0 or b = 0 or c = 0 (a = b or a = c or b = c). So it 
follows that the union of all residual orbits is equal to the set of all pre-images of 
the set of vertices of GSz(2p). Next we observe with 0 a vertex of ROGSz(2p”): 
If [Xi, Yi, ZJ, [X2, y2, %I E 0 then 
[Xi, Yi, Z,] w and [X,, Y2, ZJw belong to the same orbit when (3.4) 
the unit group E(2p) is operating on GS,(2p). 
The remark (3.4) is obvious. 
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Let [x, y, z] be the orbit [x, y, z] is contained in. Now 11, induces by (3.4) a 
mapping t+!~* from ROGS,(2P”) onto OGS,(2P) in a natural way: 
(r/J,*) [X, Y, Z]W’= MJe[[x, Y, Z]WE w. 
And we remark that rjj* is a homomorphism from ROGS,(2P”) onto OGS,(2p), 
which is readily seen. 
Next we wish to prove that the fibres g(B) = {C 1 C E RO(2P “) and Cv* = B} 
for all vertices B of OSG,(2P) have cardinality P”-‘. 
For this reason we need the following 
Lemma. With [SD := [s] + 1, s real, we obtain : 
(1) Zf x is a natural number which satisfies the condition 16 x c p - 3 then 
II 
pm-(x+3) =p=-‘+1 
2P 11 2 
(2) Zf x is a natural number with p c x + 3 c 2p - 3 then 
pa-(x+3) pm-‘-1 
2p II = 2 . 
The proof of this Lemma is straightforward. 
Proposition 3.1. Let B be any vertex of OGS,(2p), s(B) a fibre of v*, then 
IB(B)I =P~-‘. 
Proof. Let [2, yl, q], [2, y2, z2], [2, y3, z3] be the representing triples of the orbit 
B. We determine now the pre-images of the triples under the mapping ~JJ. 
For yi, zi, i = 1, 2, 3 the following inequalities hold; 
4<y,<p-3, p + 1 s zj c 2(p - 3). (35) 
When [2, Y, Z] is mapped onto [2, yi, ZJ by V/J the component Y has the form 
Y=yi+ki2P or Y=Zi+ti2p; ki, tiEFV*, i=l, 2, 3. Because of 4<Y<P”-3 
we have to find maximal numbers RI, ff2, &, fI, r2, f3 with 
yi+(&1)2p6p”-3, 4<yi<p-3 (3.6) 
and i = 1,2,3 
zi + (rj - 1)2p cp a - 3, p + 16 zj c 2(p - 3). (3.7) 
Applying the Lemma we obtain 
pa-‘+1 
= 2 
2,= por-(z;+3) p=-‘-1 
I 
I[ 2p II = 2 
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so that ~,+~2+1;3+il+i2+f3=3.pa-1. Since any orbit contains three triples 
[x, y, z] with x = 2 we have p”-’ orbits being mapped by rj~* onto B. Cl 
Theorem 3.1. If the orbits B1, B2 consisting of vertices of GS42p) form an edge 
of OGS42p) then there is a bijective function @: %(B,)-+ %(BJ so that for all 
D E fj(B,) the set (0, @i(D)} is an edge of RO’%(2p”). 
Proof. (i) Let B1 be represented by (1, yj, Zi}, and B2 by (1, Ui, wi},, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Since we have assumed B1, B2 to be connected there are, according to the 
corollary of (3.3), two neighbours of elements of B1 contained in Bz. Without loss 
of generality we can choose u 1 = y, + 1, u2 = yz + 1 otherwise we would only alter 
the notation. Now u3, w, can be expressed by y3 and z,. Since the representing 
triples of B1 resp. B2 can be written as 
{l~Yl?-(l+Yl)),, (1, -&, -‘I, (1, --I$qi}, 
l+Yl r 
resp. as 
{LYI+L -(2+y,)},, 1 
l&, -21 ) (1, -2, -L} 
1 r 2+y, r 
with 
Yl 1 +Yl 1 1 +Yl 
Y2:=1 +y*, y3:= - y, , u2:=- 
y1+ 1’ u3:=2+yl 
and by eliminating the parameter y, we obtain 
Y3 23 
u3= -1+2y, 
and w3= -- 
1+22,’ 
So B2 can be represented by 
{l,y,+l,z1-l},, {1,y2+1,z2-l}r, 1 1, -y, -- z3 1 + 2y3’ 1 + 22, I r* 
(ii) If (1, Y, Z}, is a vertex of ROGS,(2p”) with (1, Y, Z}:’ = (1, y,, z,}~ and 
(1, vi, Zi>r E {l, Y19 Zl)rI 1= 1, 2, 3 then the following six possibilities Y - yi(p), 
Y= z,(p), 1 = 1, 2, 3 have to be considered. Accordingly we define 
@: 80%) + XJ32) by 
(@) @({l, Y, Z},)= {l, Y-1;z+1)T7z 
i 
(1, Y + 1, z - ljr, if Y = y,(p) or Y = y;?(p) 
if Y = zl(p) or Y = z2(p) 
( 
‘1, -- -- 
1+2y’ 1 1+2z r’ 
if Y=y,(p) or Y=z,(p). 
From (i) it follows immediately that (@({ 1, Y, Z},))w* = B2 and that { { 1, Y, Z},, 
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@({l, Y, Z},)} is an edge. Next we observe that @ is surjective and hence, 
because of Propositions 3.1, bijective. Cl 
Theorem 3.2. If the graph OGS,(2p) h as a l-factor then 0&,(2p”) has one. 
Proof. Let OGS,(2p) have a l-factor. In the beginning of this section we have 
mentioned that the set of vertices of OGS,(2p”) can be decomposed by 
‘21 U ‘B U RO(2p”). From Section 3.1 we know that {A, k(A)} for all A E ‘3 are 
candidates for the elements of a l-factor of OGS,(2p”). Let now {B,, B,} be an 
edge of a l-factor of OGS,(2p), then for all D E %(I?,) the set (0, @i(D)} is an 
edge of a l-factor of ROGS,(2p”) and so ROGS2(2p “) and hence OGS,(2p”) 
have a l-factor. We deduce GS,(2pa) has a l-factor (Proposition 2.4). 0 
Theorem 3.3. If the graph OGS,(2p) - (p - 5)/6 vertices -has a l-factor then 
sSQS(2p”) exists for all LY E N*. 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.2, Proposition 2.4, Propo- 
sition 2.5. Cl 
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